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Compliance is the heart of what Gaming Laboratories International (GLI®) does for suppliers,
regulators, and operators, all over the world. In more than 480 jurisdictions, suppliers, regulators,
and operators turn to GLI for help in overcoming their compliance challenges in the areas of landbased gaming, iGaming, lottery, and cybersecurity.
GLI’s compliance offerings consist of four overarching categories that help clients wherever they
are on their journey: regulatory compliance, technical compliance, end-to-end testing, and full
lifecycle compliance, and its cybersecurity services protect operators, regulators, and suppliers
across each compliance category.
GLI advises on many different parts of the compliance journey for existing and emerging
jurisdictions regarding both existing and emerging technologies. Regardless of when and where
in the world those projects might happen, or if GLI’s clients need one thing or many, their needs
are intertwined, and GLI is the best partner for all of those integrated needs. The company helps
clients leverage its decades of experience to help them achieve their goals—no matter how big
or small, or how unique the challenge.
GLI aims to be the first call every time and is committed to its clients’ success from beginning to
end and every stage in between. GLI’s global expert team of advisors are here to serve its clients
during every stage of the gaming and regulatory process.
Additionally, with many jurisdictions requiring responsible gaming due diligence and other
compliance-related issues such as recertification, ongoing auditing, AML compliance, GLI offers
robust solutions to help its clients maintain and understand ongoing compliance obligations.
The GLI global team is always preparing for what’s next, with experts on the ground around the
world, in terms of technology and cybersecurity. No matter the market or geography, GLI provides
the intelligent insights needed to help its clients to get where they want and need to be.
Throughout the process, GLI helps mitigate risk, enabling clients to stay focused on the future.
To meet continually increasing demand, GLI recently boosted its staffing levels in its labs, adding
more than 100 team members overall, so GLI is better equipped than any other lab to meet the
challenge – from pre-compliance to market launch, sports betting to iGaming – anywhere in the
world.
Visit the GLI team at G2E to learn more.
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